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1. PSU BEST PRACTICES DIAGNOSIS   
This document is intended to provide guidance in diagnosing power supply issues experienced 
by our systems to determine appropriate resolution actions. Proper diagnosis requires 
investigation to distinguish a power supply failure from other sources of the error messages or 
error conditions.  
 

1.1 Fault Tree and Current Products 

This document supports our current product portfolio. For legacy products please refer to the 

“PSU troubleshooting guide” published on the support site Located on this page: 

http://mysupport.netapp.com/documentation/web/ECMP1112472.html 

It is important to distinguish between shelf and platform power supplies as they are managed 

significantly differently by our system. Each product or shelf may have unique issues or 

characteristics and it is important to identify the shelf or platform impacted. Here are the 

products supported by this document: 

 

1.2 Confirm the PSU is Currently in Failed State 

Always confirm the PSU is currently reporting an error. Many times the PSU will recover from 
the error condition but our system will not send an ASUP reporting the recovery. Power supply 
status should always be confirmed when diagnosing power supply issues. Section 1.4 indicates 
to confirm the PSU LED status and note them in the case notes. 
 

http://mysupport.netapp.com/documentation/web/ECMP1112472.html
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A special note for NetApp Power Supply Messages: Power Supply Degraded does not 
necessarily mean a power supply has failed, although it can mean a power supply has failed.  
.  

1.3 AC Power Input Confirmation 

NetApp Inc.  systems and software do not always have the ability to distinguish power supply 

failures from input power and other issues. If there is no AC Input there will be no DC output. 

Our systems only report no DC output and as a result the AC input should always be confirmed. 

 

 

This diagram illustrates the relationship between input power and PSU failures relative to no DC 

output. 

 

1.4 Confirm LED Status 

Confirm the PSU is in a failed state by confirming the LED status. Note the LED status in the 

case notes. Confirm the LED status even if you replace the PSU. See appendix A for LED 

information. 
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1.5 Reseat 

Do not replace PSU’s that only require reseating, sometimes reseating could solve the problem. 

This doc provides the knowledge to enable reseating based on technical details instead of 

replacing PSUs for specific situations. Reseating may resolve issues that are not currently 

identified in this document, but investigation with support and engineering is recommended for 

these situations. 

2. PLATFORM 
 

2.1 PRODUCT PSU: FAS2000 
 

2.1.1 One of the system’s AC input is not present 

 
Synopsis: 
The FAS2020 & FAS2050 systems will automatically generate an ASUP and subsequently a case 
is created if one of the system’s PSU AC-input is not present. This will happen if one of the AC 
input switch is turned off, or the AC is somehow removed at the facility. 
 
The FAS2020 & FAS2050 messaging system cannot distinguish between a power supply 
problem and an AC input issue. 
 
BURT related to this issue: None 

Error Message: 
Thu Aug 13 17:37:02 GMT [ses.status.psWarning: warning]: DS12-ESAS shelf 0 on 

channel 0c power warning for Power supply 1: non-critical status; DC 

undervoltage fault. This module is on the rear side of the shelf, at the 

left. 

Thu Aug 13 17:37:02 GMT [ses.status.volError:CRITICAL]: DS12-ESAS shelf 0 on 

channel 0c voltage error for Voltage sensor 1: critical status. This module 

is on the rear side of the shelf, at the left, on the power supply. 

Thu Aug 13 17:37:02 GMT [ses.status.volError:CRITICAL]: DS12-ESAS shelf 0 on 

channel 0c voltage error for Voltage sensor 2: critical status. This module 

is on the rear side of the shelf, at the left, on the power supply. 

Thu Aug 13 17:37:02 GMT [ses.status.volError:CRITICAL]: DS12-ESAS shelf 0 on 

channel 0c voltage error for Voltage sensor 3: critical status. This module 

is on the rear side of the shelf, at the left, on the power supply. 

Thu Aug 13 17:37:02 GMT [ses.status.currentError:CRITICAL]: DS12-ESAS shelf 0 

on channel 0c current error for Current sensor 1: critical status. This 

module is on the rear side of the shelf, at the left, on the power supply. 
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Thu Aug 13 17:37:02 GMT [ses.status.currentError:CRITICAL]: DS12-ESAS shelf 0 

on channel 0c current error for Current sensor 2: critical status. This 

module is on the rear side of the shelf, at the left, on the power supply. 

Thu Aug 13 17:37:02 GMT [monitor.shelf.fault:CRITICAL]: Fault reported on 

disk storage shelf attached to channel 0c. Please check fans, power supplies, 

disks, and temperature sensors. 

Thu Aug 13 17:37:06 GMT [monitor.chassisPower.degraded:notice]: Chassis power 

is degraded: PSU1 12V is  failed. PSU1 5V is  failed. PSU1 3V is  failed. 

PSU1 12 Amp is failed. PSU1 5 Amp is failed. 

Thu Aug 13 17:37:25 GMT [ses.status.psError:CRITICAL]: DS12-ESAS shelf 0 on 

channel 0c power error for Power supply 1: critical status; overtemperature 

fault. This module is on the rear side of the shelf, at the left. 

Thu Aug 13 17:38:00 GMT [monitor.globalStatus.critical: CRITICAL]: PSU1 is 

failed. PSU1 12V is failed. PSU1 5V is failed. PSU1 3V is failed. PSU1 12 Amp 

is failed. PSU1 5 Amp is failed.  Disk shelf fault. 

 
Field Response: 
DO NOT REPLACE THE POWER SUPPLY WITHOUT CONFIRMING A PROBLEM WITH THE POWER 
SUPPLY. There is no need to replace a power supply due to error messages triggered by turning 
off the power switch, or the customer has AC input problems are maintenance activities. Only 
systems that have confirmed power supply issues should be provided replacement parts. 

Use one or more of the following techniques to determine if there was an AC input issue or if 

there is a true PS failure: 

1.       Confirm if the power supply presently is degraded. When AC input is restored, the power 

supply will resume normal operations and the degraded condition is cleared. There is no ASUP 

message produced when the degraded condition is resolved. 

2.       There are several ways to confirm the system is restored to normal operation. More 

recent ASUP messages contain information on the status of the power supplies. There are 

messages logged when the power supply situation is restored to normal operation as detailed 

in the mitigating solutions section. 

3.       There is a method to evaluate the information in the ASUP that was generated at the time 

of power supply degraded detailed in TSB-0903-07 previously. Unfortunately it has been 

determined that the SAS log is not always populated with the necessary information due to 

timing issues. Most of the time there is information in the SAS log and this method provides 

confirmation for AC input failure.  

4.       Contact the customer to identify any activities associated with AC Power.  

5.       Contact the customer or onsite support and have them use the CLI commands to confirm 

power supply OK status: 
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On the filer console: 

1. priv set diag  -- for ONTAP to show more hidden commands 

2. sasadmin expander_cli 2c.21 

"getpsustatus 1"  

or  

sasadmin expander_cli 2c.21  

"getpsustatus 2" 

 

 

Output will indicate:* 

*Along with additional information. 

PSOK:                  OK 

present:  yes 

 power state:  on 

 fault:   no 

NOTE: The CLI can only be input into the SES Master and not an SES slave. 

NOTE: The shelf id (0-99) can be obtained using ‘disk show’ resulting in an output (In this 

example the shelf ID is 88): 

DISK       OWNER                  POOL   SERIAL NUMBER 

------------ -------------          -----  ------------- 

0c.88.10     RMA-PCM   (135022392)   Pool0  3LN1EY3P00009749A7GE 

6.       Look for error messages in the power supply degraded ASUP. If it matches with the set of 

messages listed in the symptoms section, it is likely an AC input issue and does not require a 

replacement PSU.  
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7.       Ensure the AC input switch is ON, the AC input cord is latched tightly, and there is AC 

input power. Check the status of the LED on the rear side of filer. If the LED is green there is not 

an issue with the power supply. 

8.       If you identify an issue with one of the power supplies, ship a replacement unit. 

 
Additional Information: 
 
The FAS2020 & FAS2050 systems have 2 power supplies that are electrically interconnected as 

there is only one chassis supporting up to 2 heads. When one AC input is eliminated the “other” 

power supply provides the power to both filer heads. The “other” power supply also provides 

3V to the “dead” power supply allowing the control circuitry to continue to operate and 

continue to communicate to the filer heads.  

Turning off the power switch on one power supply does not disable the power supply control 

circuitry. The control circuitry of the power supply remains active even when the switch is off. 

Turning off the power switch on one power supply, or losing AC input, will result in the 

generation of the power supply degraded error message. The power supply is degraded and has 

no output if there is no input, but our system cannot distinguish between these two conditions. 

If power is lost to both power supplies, no message will be sent.  

See TSB-0909-03 for additional information. 

 

2.1.2 DC Under Voltage bit not getting cleared in PSU element 

Please refer to 2.3.1 for write-up and Field Response. 

 

2.2 PRODUCT PSU: FAS2200 

2.2.1 Vespa: False power supply failure alarm (IIRQ False Alarm) triggered 

hw_assist takeover. 

Synopsis:  

http://ngs-web.corp.netapp.com/ees/quality/bulletins/tsb/TSB-0909-03.htm
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The system Service Processor will report IIRQ False Alarm. This message does not indicate a 
“real” issue for this system, rather it is a temporary condition that occurrs with the SP. This is 
fixed in Service Processor (SP) firmware version 2.1.3 as well as version 2.2 and later releases. 

BURT related to this issue:  

610757: Vespa: False power supply failure alarm (IIRQ False Alarm) triggered hw_assist 
takeover. 

Error Message:  

[SP.warning]: Agent IIRQ false alarm 

Field Response: 

No hardware replacement is required, the SP firmware should be upgraded to prevent the 

problem from recurring. This is fixed in Service Processor (SP) firmware version 2.1.3 as well as 

version 2.2 and later releases.  

 

 

2.2.2 DC Under Voltage Bit not getting cleared in PSU element 

Please refer to 2.3.1 for write-up and Field Response. 

 

2.3 PRODUCT PSU: FAS2500 
 

2.3.1 DC Under Voltage Bit not getting cleared in PSU element 

 
Synopsis:  

After a DC under-voltage event, the storage shelf OPS panel fault LED remains lit, and incorrect 

EMS messages continue to be generated, even after the voltage returns to correct levels. 

 

BURT Related to this issue:  

845945: DC Under Voltage bit not getting cleared in PSU element 
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908461: RFE: Include storage show fault -v in ASUP. 

Error Message:  

filerA> storage show fault -v; 

 

Enclosure Status: normal 

Channel: 0b 

Shelf: 22 

Shelf Type: DS2246 

Product Serial Number: SHFHU1428000449 

Module Type: IOM6 

 

 

Power Supplies: 

Element Status         Status Bytes  Status Descriptions 

  1: OK                01,00,00,A0   RQSTED ON 

  2: OK                01,00,04,A0   DC UNDER VOLTAGE, RQSTED ON   <<<< This 

has not been cleared yet. 

  

 

Field Response: 

Remove and reinsert the power supply unit (PSU) that experienced the  

under-voltage event.  

To identify the PSU you need to operate on, use the "storage show fault -v" command 

(available in the node shell for clustered Data ONTAP) and look under the Power Supplies: 

Element Status section. 

 

2.4 PRODUCT PSU: FAS3100 

 

2.4.1 FAS3100 PSU not present or power switch-off 

Synopsis:  

This system might report that the chassis power supply has degraded due to reasons such as 

the power supply not present or power switch-off. The symptom is self-corrected in several 

seconds.  The system continues to run without disruption.  As long as the symptom is corrected 

by itself in few seconds, this issue can be ignored. 

 

BURT related to this issue:  

768230: Spectre-H Chassis PSU Degraded/Removed/Off/OK Messages, Both PSUs, Top of Non-

Consecutive Hours, Each Node Different Times 
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Error Message:  

These messages include, in varying order: 

Chassis power is degraded: sensor PSU2_Status 

Chassis power supply 2 off 

Chassis power supply 2 not present 

CHASSIS POWER SUPPLY REMOVED: PS 2 

Field Response: 

These error messages appear to self-correct instantaneously or in less than 10 seconds, 

therefore no response is needed. 

 

2.4.2 Chassis PSU 1 is degraded 

Synopsis:  

The logs show a false warning that the PS temperature is in critical high state. However within 

around 10 sec the PSU status changes back to normal without thermal shutdown being 

observed in the system. This is entirely a reporting error and the PSU environmental status is 

good. A fix in Data ONTAP has been implemented.  No action is required.  No hardware 

replacement is necessary because it is a false warning message. 

 

BURT related to this issue:  

496183: FAS3160: Chassis PSU 1 is degraded: Both Nodes, (Always  on the hour ie: 7:00) 

Error Message:  

Sun Mar 27 08:00:05 CEST [storage01-b: 

monitor.chassisPowerSupply.degraded:notice]: Chassis power supply 1 is 

degraded: PSU1_Temperature critical high: 95C  

Sun Mar 27 08:00:05 CEST [storage01-b: callhome.chassis.ps.degraded:error]: 

Call home for CHASSIS POWER SUPPLY DEGRADED: PS 1 

Sun Mar 27 08:00:05 CEST [storage01-b: callhome.chassis.ps.fault:error]: Call 

home for CHASSIS POWER SUPPLY FAIL: PS 1 

Sun Mar 27 08:00:05 CEST [storage01-b: 

monitor.chassisPowerSupply.failed:CRITICAL]: Chassis power supply 1 failed 

Sun Mar 27 08:00:05 CEST [storage01-b: monitor.chassisPower.degraded:notice]: 

Chassis power is degraded: sensor PSU1_Temperature 
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Sun Mar 27 08:00:05 CEST [storage01-b: callhome.chassis.power:error]: Call 

home for CHASSIS POWER DEGRADED: sensor PSU1_Temperature 

Sun Mar 27 08:00:11 CEST [storage01-b: monitor.chassisPowerSupply.ok:info]: 

Chassis power supply 1 is OK 

Sun Mar 27 08:00:11 CEST [storage01-b: callhome.chassis.ps.ok:info]: Call 

home for CHASSIS POWER SUPPLY OK: PS 1 

Sun Mar 27 08:00:15 CEST [storage01-b: monitor.chassisPowerSupplies.ok:info]: 

Chassis power supplies OK 

 

Field Response: 

This is entirely a reporting error and the PSU environmental status is good.  A fix in Data ONTAP 
will be implemented.  No action is required.  No hardware replacement is necessary because it 
is a false warning message. 

Fixed in Data ONTAP 8.0.4RC1  

Data ONTAP 8.0.5 (GA)  

Data ONTAP 8.1.4P1 (GA)  

Data ONTAP 8.2.3 (GA)  

Data ONTAP 8.2.4 (GA)  

Data ONTAP 8.3 (GA)  

Data ONTAP 8.3.1 (GA)  

Data ONTAP 8.3.2RC1 (RC)  

 

2.5 PRODUCT PSU: FAS3200 

2.5.1 FAS3200 and FAS6200 sensor warnings 

 
Synopsis: 
FAS30xx – FAS32xx series systems experience chassis sensor warnings 
 
BURT related to this issue:  

None 
 
Error Message: 
System Notification from fas_XXX_ (EMS TRIGGERED (Chassis sensor not 

responding)) WARNING 
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System Notification from fas_XXX_ (EMS TRIGGERED (Chassis sensor not 

responding)) WARNING 

00 00:00:00 CEST [monitor.chassisSensor.NR:warning]: Sensor PSU 1 Temp not 

responding. 

monitor_chassisSensor_NR_1 sensor_name="PSU 1 

 
Field Response: 
Reseat the affected PSU. If that does not correct the issue then replace it. 
 
Additional Information: 
See KB2014127  
 

2.5.2 DC Under Voltage bit not getting cleared in PSU element 

Please refer to 2.3.1 for write-up and Field Response. 

 

2.5.3 PSU fault FAS3200 and FAS6200 

 
Synopsis: 
Transient low power supply fan readings result in the generation of a PSU fault ASUP. 
 
BURT Related to this issue:  

487137: 3200/6200: Data ONTAP should mask frequent PSU Faults that are cleared 
immediately. 
 (cases from systems running Data ONTAP 8.2 or above should be added to burt 752499) 
 
Error Message: 
Sun Feb 20 08:08:39 CET [Fas2: callhome.chassis.ps.degraded:error]: Call home 

for CHASSIS POWER SUPPLY DEGRADED: PS 2 

Sun Feb 20 08:08:39 CET [Fas2: monitor.chassisPowerSupply.degraded:notice]: 

Chassis power supply 2 is degraded: PSU2 Fan2 Speed is Critical Low (700 RPM) 

Sun Feb 20 08:08:42 CET [Fas2: monitor.chassisPower.degraded:notice]: Chassis 

power is degraded: 

Sun Feb 20 08:08:42 CET [Fas2: callhome.chassis.power:error]: Call home for 

CHASSIS POWER DEGRADED: 

Sun Feb 20 08:08:43 CET [Fas2: callhome.chassis.ps.ok:info]: Call home for 

CHASSIS POWER SUPPLY OK: PS 2 

Sun Feb 20 08:08:43 CET [Fas2: monitor.chassisPowerSupply.ok:info]: Chassis 

power supply 2 is OK 

Sun Feb 20 08:08:52 CET [Fas2: monitor.chassisPowerSupplies.ok:info]: Chassis 

power supplies OK 

 
Field Response: 
There is no need to replace the power supply for this condition. 

https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=2014127
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This issue is fixed in the following versions of Data ONTAP: 
 
Data ONTAP 7.3.5.1P2  
Data ONTAP 7.3.6 (GA)  
Data ONTAP 8.0.2 (GA)  
Data ONTAP 8.1RC1 (RC)  
 
Additional Information: 
This issue is caused by a transient in the sensor reading logic and is not a result of any issue with 
the fan speed or power supply. The sensor reading for the power supply fan speed can (in rare 
cases) drop momentarily, resulting in the generation of a PSU fault ASUP. A subsequent reading 
taken a short time later will indicate normal conditions. 
 
See kb 2016285 for additional information. 
 

2.6 PRODUCT PSU: FAS6000 series  
 

2.6.1 Incorrect Power Supply 

 
 
Synopsis: 
Inserting a mismatched power supply pair (110V/220V) or applying incorrect power 
(110V/220V) will result in a warning message.  
 
BURT related to this issue: 
None 
 
Error Message: 
Inserting a mismatched power supply pair (110V/220V) will result in the following warning 
message: 
 

Mon Mar 28 08:52:17 EST [filer1: 

monitor.chassisPowerSupplies.Mismatch:warning]: System Power Supply Units 

(PSUs) must be of the same type, but these PSUs are of different types. 

 

Applying 220V AC to a 110V PSU will result in either or both of the following 

warning messages: 

 

Mon Mar 28 09:59:12 EST 

[filer1:monitor.chassisPowerSupply.wrongInput:warning]: Power Supply Unit 1 

is connected to an incompatible external power source. 

Mon Mar 28 09:59:12 EST [filer1: 

https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=2016285
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monitor.chassisPowerSupply.wrongInput:warning]: Power Supply Unit 2 is 

connected to an incompatible external power source.  

 

Field Response: 
Insert a matching pair of power supplies that are compatible with the power source. 
 
Additional Information: 
Applying 110V AC to a 220V PSU will result in the PSU not being able to power up. 
 
KB 1012044: How to determine the type of power supply in a FAS60xx system  
 

2.6.2 DC Under Voltage bit not getting cleared in PSU element 

Please refer to 2.3.1 for write-up and Field Response. 

 

2.7 PRODUCT PSU FAS6200 Series 

 

2.7.1 IIRQ False Alarm 

 
Synopsis: 
A false power supply failure alarm (IIRQ False Alarm) triggers a hw_assist takeover on a 
FAS6210 or V6210 HA configuration.  
 
BURT related to this issue:  

516268: FIELD: False power supply failure alarm (IIRQ False Alarm) triggered hw_assist takeover 
on 6200 platform 

Error Message: 
The following message is recorded in the SP logs of the controller that is taken over: 
 

[SP.warning]: Agent IIRQ false alarm 

 
Field Response: 
Upgrade SP firmware to release 1.2.3 or later (the latest available release is recommended). 
This release will not initiate a takeover for an AC fault when the other controller is in the same 
chassis (with the same AC power sources).  If you upgrade Data ONTAP on your systems to 
version 8.2 or later, the SP will be automatically updated to the version of SP firmware that is 
included with the release. 
 

https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=1012044
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2.7.2 FAS3200 and FAS6200 sensor warnings 

Please refer to 2.5.1 for write-up and Field Response 

2.7.3 DC Under Voltage bit not getting cleared in PSU element 

Please refer to 2.3.1 for write-up and Field Response. 

2.7.4 PSU fault FAS3200 and FAS6200 

Please refer to 2.5.2 for write-up and Field Response 

 

2.8 PRODUCT PSU FAS8000 series  

2.8.1 FAS8020 PSU1 State BAD 

Synopsis:  

This is typically a PSU seating issue. 

BURT Related to this issue:  

839499:FAS8020 PSU1 State BAD 

Error Message:  

filerA> environment chassis: 

PSU1 Present                            NOT_PRESENT 

PSU1 Temp                disabled -- C  0 C     5 C        50 C        60 C      

PSU1 Curr                disabled -- mA --      --          --          --        

PSU1 Fan1 Speed          disabled -- RPM    4500 RPM  4600 RPM --     --        

PSU1 Fan1 Fault          disabled           -- 

PSU1 Fan2 Speed          disabled -- RPM    4500 RPM  4600 RPM --     --        

PSU1 Fan2 Fault          disabled           -- 

PSU1 Pwr In OK           disabled           -- 

PSU1 Pwr Out OK          disabled           -- 

PSU1 FAULT               disabled           -- 

PSU1 Input Type          disabled           -- 

PSU1 Over Temp           disabled           -- 

PSU1 Over Volt           disabled           -- 

PSU1 Over Curr           disabled           -- 

 

Field Response:  
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Reseat the PSU and confirm that the status now indicates present. 

2.8.2 LED Issues 

Synopsis:  

This is typically caused by blown fuses or component damages.   

BURT Related to this issue:  

819553: FAS8020 with Environmental msg “PSU1 State BAD & Power OFF” 

822558: FAS8060 PSU with environmental error PSU1 MULTIFAULT 

838228: FAS8020 PSU2 going up and down 

839149: FAS8040 power supply failed, LED is flashing amber 

844549: FAS8020 PSU failed; Environmental stat shows PSU2 State BAD 

846675: FAS8040 PSU defective; LED does not light 

Error Message:  

In general, all of these cases result in either the attention LED being lighted, or all LEDs are off. 

This also always results in no DC output.    

Field Response:  

Check the LEDs and the query the Service Processor for PSU status. Replace the PSU if you find 

PSU failed conditions as stated in the error message section above.    

 

2.8.3 DC Under Voltage bit not getting cleared in PSU element 

Please refer to 2.3.1 for write-up and Field Response. 

 

3.  SHELF 
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3.1 General: 

3.1.1 Failed Drive – drive not ready 

 
 
Synopsis: 
In case of inadequate power, error messages may be displayed on the storage system and 
drives may be spun down as a preventive action 
 
BURT related to this issue: 
None 
 
Error Message: 
Request on 1a.16 failed. Drive not ready (2, 4 1) 

 
Field Response: 
Ensure that there is adequate power to the storage shelves. Additionally, if a shelf of drives is 
being added to a system, be sure it is powered on and the drives are spun up prior to 
connecting the shelf to the system. 
 
Additional Information: 
Refer to the Disk Shelf Installation and Service Guide for Power Supply requirements. 
 

3.2 PRODUCT PSU: DS4243 

3.2.1 PSU Voltage issue due to incorrect power clip installation 

Synopsis:  

None 

BURT related to this issue: 

580406: 12.2 voltage unavailable on DS4243 Shelf 

Error Message:  

Via ENVIRONMENT data in AutoSupport or from the “environment status” CLI command, the 
expected shelf voltages for each PSU are ~5V (sensors 1, 3, 5, 7) and ~12V (sensors 2, 4, 6, 8): 
       

      Shelf voltages by element (SAS shelf with four PSU’s) 

        [1] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

        [2] 12.26 Volts Normal voltage range 

        [3] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_get_file/ECMP1112854
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        [4] 12.30 Volts Normal voltage range 

        [5] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

        [6] 12.34 Volts Normal voltage range 

        [7] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

        [8] 12.34 Volts Normal voltage range 

  

      Shelf voltages by element (SATA shelf with 2 PSU’s, positions 1 and 4) 

        [1] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

        [2] 12.26 Volts Normal voltage range 

        [3] Unavailable 

        [4] Unavailable 

        [5] Unavailable 

        [6] Unavailable 

        [7] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

        [8] 12.34 Volts Normal voltage range 

  

PSUs failing for this issue report a reduced voltage on the 5V sensor and the 12V sensor will be 
unavailable. Below is an example of this signature (PSU 1, sensors 1 and 2): 
  

Shelf voltages by element (SAS shelf with four PSU’s) 

  [1] 3.550 Volts Normal voltage range 

  [2] Unavailable 

  [3] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

  [4] 12.30 Volts Normal voltage range 

  [5] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

  [6] 12.34 Volts Normal voltage range 

  [7] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

  [8] 12.34 Volts Normal voltage range 

  

Shelf voltages by element (SATA shelf with 2 PSU’s, positions 1 and 4) 

  [1] 3.550 Volts Normal voltage range 

  [2] Unavailable 

        [3] Unavailable 

        [4] Unavailable 

        [5] Unavailable 

        [6] Unavailable 

  [7] 5.15 Volts Normal voltage range 

  [8] 12.34 Volts Normal voltage range 

  

  

Via EMS to Syslog data in ASUP you may see messages similar to these:  
  

         Sat Dec 24 00:29:50 GMT-6 [filer 01: ses.status.volError:CRITICAL]: 

(EMS parameters: prodChannel="DS4243 (S/N SHU0946855G0NMH) shelf 0 on channel 

1a" typeText="Voltage sensor" psNumber="2" errorMsg="internal communication 

error" errorText="" locationText="This module is on the rear side of the 

shelf, on the upper left power supply") 

         Sat Jan 21 10:00:49 GMT+1 [Netapp 01: ses.status.psError:CRITICAL]: 

(EMS parameters: prodChannel="DS4243 (S/N SHX0946855G05E2) shelf 1 on channel 

1d" typeText="Power supply" psNumber="2" errorMsg="critical status" 

errorText="; power supply failed" locationText="This module is on the rear 

side of the shelf, at the top right") 

         Tue Feb  7 06:06:57 GMT-8 [Netapp 02: 

ses.status.fanError:CRITICAL]: (EMS parameters: prodChannel="DS4243 (S/N 

SHU0946855G0995) shelf 3 on channel 2d" typeText="Cooling element" 

fanNumber="4" errorMsg="critical status" errorText="; fan failure" 
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locationText="This module is on the rear side of the shelf, on the upper 

right power supply 

         Tue Feb  7 08:18:49 GMT-8 [Netapp 02 (takeover): 

ses.status.psWarning:warning]: (EMS parameters: prodChannel="DS4243 (S/N 

SHU0946855G0995) shelf 3 on channel 2d" typeText="Power supply" psNumber="2" 

errorMsg="non-critical status" errorText="; DC undervoltage fault" 

locationText="This module is on the rear side of the shelf, at the top 

right") 

         Tue Feb 07 14:06:57 GMT [Netapp 02: ses_admin: 

ses.status.fanError:node_error]: DS4243 (S/N SHU0946855G0995) shelf 3 on 

channel 2d cooling fan error for Cooling element 3: critical status; fan 

failure. This module is on the rear side of the shelf, on the upper right 

power supply. 

  
Field Response:  

In some cases, the power cord clips on the rack were found to be incorrectly installed (upside 

down), causing the power cord to have a loose connection to a PDU receptacle.  Confirm the 

stability of the power cord connection to the PSU.  If the issue persists, replace the PSU. See the 

pictures illustrated correct and incorrect installations of the cord clip. 

 

Correct power cord clip installation  
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Incorrect power cord clip installation  

 

3.3. PRODUCT PSU: DS2246 
 

4. APPENDIX 

4.1 Appendix A: PSU LED 

Power Supplies LEDs for X513, X516, X518, X519, & X758 

 

4.1.1 X513A-R5 and SP-513A-R5 

Location of the LEDs 

The following illustration shows the location of the power supply LEDs, which are visible from 
the back of the FAS2020 system. 
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The following table explains what the LEDs on the power supply mean. 

LED name LED color Description 

Power Green The AC input is good and the switch is on. 

Off The AC input is bad or the switch is off. 

PSU Fault Amber The power supply is not functioning properly and needs 
service. See the system console for any applicable error 
messages. 

Off The power supply is functioning properly. 

 

Reference link: 

http://ngs-

web.corp.netapp.com/operations/engineering/hardware/field_hw/TSGs/archive/FAS2000_TSG

/errorme7.htm 

 

4.1.2 X516A-R6 or SP-516A-R6 

Location of the LEDs: 

 

http://ngs-web.corp.netapp.com/operations/engineering/hardware/field_hw/TSGs/archive/FAS2000_TSG/errorme7.htm
http://ngs-web.corp.netapp.com/operations/engineering/hardware/field_hw/TSGs/archive/FAS2000_TSG/errorme7.htm
http://ngs-web.corp.netapp.com/operations/engineering/hardware/field_hw/TSGs/archive/FAS2000_TSG/errorme7.htm
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The following illustration shows the location of the power supply LEDs, which are visible from 

the back of the DS14MK2/MK4 disk shelves. 

 

 

Image 1: Rear panel (left) Emerson HE PSU, (right) Power One HE PSU 
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What the power supply LEDs mean 

You can determine the status of the power supplies by understanding the meaning of the 

power supply LEDs when they are illuminated. 

 

LED Name Color Description 

Power Green Indicates the PCM is ON and 
working correctly. 

AC Missing Amber AC is missing and the PCM is in 
standby 

PCM Fail Amber PCM has failed 

FAN Fail Amber This indicates that one or both 
AMDs have failed within the PCM 

LED Indication States 

PCMCondition Power AC Missing FAN FAIL PCM FAIL 

No AC Power to the enclosure  OFF OFF OFF OFF 

No AC power to this PCM  OFF ON OFF ON 

AC Power on, in Stand-by mode in a 
system. 

OFF OFF OFF ON 

AC Power on and not in a system. OFF OFF ON ON 

PCM ON and  OK ON OFF OFF OFF 

PCM FAILURE OFF OFF OFF ON 

AMD FAILURE  OFF OFF ON OFF 

     

Conditions NOT allowed Power  AC Missing  FAN FAIL PCM FAIL 

AC applied to any PCM in enclosure OFF OFF OFF OFF 

AC applied to any PCM in enclosure ON And any or all these ON 

 

Reference link: 

- http://ngs-web.corp.netapp.com/ees/quality/bulletins/tsb/TSB-1004-02.htm 

 

http://ngs-web.corp.netapp.com/ees/quality/bulletins/tsb/TSB-1004-02.htm
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4.1.3 X518A-R6 

Location of the LEDs: 

The following illustration shows the location of the power supply LEDs, which are visible from 

the back of the DS4243 disk shelves. 

 

 

 

What the power supply LEDs mean 

You can determine the status of the power supplies by understanding the meaning of the 

power supply LEDs when they are illuminated. 
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Reference link: 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_get_file/ECMP1119629 

 

4.1.4 X519A-R6 and SP-519A-R6  

 

Location of the LEDs: 

The following illustration shows the location of the power supply LEDs, which are visible from 

the back of the DS2246 and DS4486 disk shelves. 

 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_get_file/ECMP1119629
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What the power supply LEDs mean 

You can determine the status of the power supplies by understanding the meaning of the 

power supply LEDs when they are illuminated. 

 

 

Reference link: 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_get_file/ECMP1119629 

4.1.5 X758-R5 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_get_file/ECMP1119629
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Location of the LEDs: 

The following illustration shows the location of the power supply LEDs, which are visible from 

the back of the FAS/VS32XX system. 

 

 

 

What the power supply LEDs mean 

You can determine the status of the power supplies by understanding the meaning of the 

power supply LEDs when they are illuminated. 

 

 

Power LED 
Status 

Fault LED 
Status 

PSU Condition 

Steady Green Off PSU is present and switched on. Normal mode.  
 

Off Off PSU is missing or switched off. The other PSU is off or 
functioning normally.  
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Off Blinking amber PSU Fault: AC in is out of range, or there is a DC fault or fan 
fault, or thermal fault.  
 

Blinking(1Hz) 
Green 

off PSU is present at standby mode and no PCM in the system. 

 

 

4.2 Appendix B: PSU KB Articles on locating defective PSUs – mapping. 

4.2.1 FAS2020, FAS2040, and FAS2050 PSU KB Articles 

How to map the SES elements of FAS2020, FAS2040, and FAS2050 systems 

 

4.2.2 DS14 PSU KB Articles 

How to map DS14 elements by error message and SES code to a physical location on the shelf 

 

4.2.3 DS424x PSU KB Articles 

How to map DS424x elements by error messages and SES codes to a physical location on the 

shelf 

 

 4.2.4 DS2246  PSU KB Articles 

How to map DS2246 elements by error messages and SES codes to a physical location on the 

shelf 

 

4.3 Miscellaneous Diagrams 
 

4.3.1 Platform PSU Communication 

https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=1014087
https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=1010599
https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=1010576
https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=1010576
https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=1010903
https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=content&id=1010903
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4.3.2 Shelf PSU Interface 

 


